Now Available...

The Chinese Culture Box

The Institute for Chinese Studies at The Ohio State University is pleased to offer the Chinese Culture Box, which can be borrowed for use in schools, libraries and community organizations for up to two weeks. The Culture Box contains information and lessons about Chinese history, language, art, culture, toys and games, and includes Chinese artifacts such as a puppet kit, music CD, abacus, books, Chinese chess set and more! We also have smaller kits available that contain the artifacts and information for one particular subject or activity, which may be more convenient for subject-oriented lesson plans. Although materials in the box may be used for display purposes, students are welcome to handle any of the items. The Institute for Chinese Studies will mail the box or separate kits free of charge directly to the school or organization wishing to use the items; however, they must be returned at the expense of the borrower. Although the Institute for Chinese Studies has compiled several boxes and kits, we encourage schools and organizations to reserve them in advance.

If you are interested in borrowing any of the Culture Boxes or kits, please complete the following information and return by fax, mail or e-mail.

Institute for Chinese Studies
The Ohio State University
314 Oxley Hall, 1712 Neil Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210
Tel: 614-688-4253
Fax: 614-247-6454
E-mail: china@osu.edu

The Chinese Culture Box can be checked out for two weeks. Thank you for your cooperation!

******************************************************************************

School/Organization ______________________________________________________
Contact Name _________________________________________
Address  _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
TEL: ______________________________       FAX: ______________________________
E-mail ________________________________________________________________

I would like to receive the Culture Box by: ________________________________
I will return the Culture Box by: ________________________________
I would like the following items (check all that apply)

Complete Chinese Culture Box ____ Art ____ Writing ____ Drama ____ Music ____
History and Geography ____ Numbers ____ Games ____

The Paper-Cutting and Shadow Puppet Activities can be included with the Art and Drama kits respectively. Please indicate below if you would like these activities sent along.

Paper-Cutting Activity (Art kit) ____ Shadow Puppet Activity (Drama kit) ____